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THREE INDIVIDUAL CONVERSATIONS THAT MATTER

To be an effective, high-performance manager, you have to connect with your employees. The depth and

authenticity of your connections determine your ability to create high levels of engagement and sustained business

success over time.

This guide is designed to help you increase the productivity of the employees you lead. This process involves

analyzing and understanding each individual employee's strengths, limitations, style, needs, and aspirations

through ongoing conversations with him or her.

Every manager needs to have three types of conversations regularly with his or her team members:

1. {-INDERSTAND AND APPRECIATE STRENGTHS is important to appreciating each team member's

unique talents and strengths and the valuable contribution he or she brings to the team. Your job as the

manager is to identify the right talent for the role, task, or project, and then focus, nurture, and develop

that talent.

2. BUILD ENGAGEMENT AND COLLABORATION is vital to creating engaged employees who are

involved in, enthusiastic about, and committed to their work and who contribute to their organizationin

a positive manner. Your job as the manager is to define the right outcomes, communicate expectations,

and identify what excites, motivates, and engages each team member.

3. DRIVE PERFORMANCE is critical to helping each team member use his or her talents and strengths to

learn, grow, and improve his or her performance.

Your goal is to listen and reflect on what you hear as you have these conversations with your employees. Space is

provided for you to record important thoughts and observations.

Use the Strengths Profile tool to record your discoveries and start to individualize your approach to guide each

person to optimum performance.

Use these conversations to gain insights into your employees' talents and set up each person for success. Use the

Individualize Your Approach tool at the end of each conversation to identify actions you can take to engage and

support your employees.

As you prepare for each conversation, think about what you already know about the person. What have you

observed regarding this employee's strengths, challenges, performance, and contributions? Consider your own

mindset as you enter into the conversation. You should approach each conversation with a sense of curiosity,

seeking understanding.
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The purpose of this individual conversation is fo appreciate each

team member's unique talents and strengths and the valuable

contribution he or she brings to the team'

This individual conversation wili help you and your employee discuss, appreciate, and apply his or

her talents and strengths to the work he or she does every day'

INTRODUCTION

start the conversation with the employee by saying something iike this:

,,I have some specific questions to ask you so that I can be more effective in supporting you and

helping you achieve your goals. These questions will help me learn more about your strengths so

that we can look for more ways to use them in your role every day' Do you have any questions

before we get started?"

Then, conrinue the conversation by asking the questions on the following pages.



I NDIVIDUAI- CONVERSATIONS

I N DIVI DUAL CONVERSATION :

UNDERSTAN D AND APPRECIATE STRENGTHS

3

Of all the things you do well, what two do you do best?

What are your strengths?
1

What are the positive words people who know you well use to describe you?

2

What do you enjoy most about your current role?

3

Tell me about the best day you have ever had at work. What made it a

great day?

What did you accomplish?

4
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Listen for opportunities to

reinforce this person's talents

and strengths. Help him or her

appreciate the value he or she

brings to the team.

R What do you believe is your unique contribution to the team?

Which of your strengths do you believe adds the most value to

the team?
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FOR QUESTIONS SIX THROUGH 10, REVIEW THE CLIFTON STRENGTHSFINDER@ RESULTS

, 
Consideq,if yop, have seen this

'-employee demonstrate these
.

talents and strengths in his
: or her current role. Listen for

' ways you can keep this team

member's Signature Themes at

the forefront of his or her rnind

What are your top five Signature Themes as identified by the

Clifton StrengthsFinder?

Which themes resonate with you the most?

6

, Listen for how clear this

emolovee is about his or
LJ

, ' her strengths:'

After reading the Clifton StrengthsFinder results, what new

insights do you have about yoursel07
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I N DIVI DI-'AL CONVERSATIONS

How can I help you use your strengths more in your role? Are

there activities or other parts of your role that you want to do

more frequently?

B

Based on your Signature Themes, what should I know about

working with you?I

1 0 
How do your talents in your top five themes add value to the team?

How do they help you succeed in the tasks you are assigned

to accomplish?

How do they help you foster partnerships that are important to

your success?
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INDIVIDUAL CONVERSATIONS

I N DIVI DUALI ZE YOU R APPROACH

How can you use the information and insights gleaned from this conversation to develop an individualized

approach for managing this person? Use the space below to record your insights and identify specific actions you

can take to engage and support this team member'

b
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|3 I N DIVI DUAL CONVERSATION:
BU ILD ENGAGEMENT AN D COLLABORATION

The purpose of this individual canversation
is fo build engagement.'

Building engagement creates engaged employees who are involved in, enthusiastic about, and

committed to their work and who contribute to their organization in a positive manner.

This individual conversation will help you and your employee discuss and, clarify expectations and

identify what excites, motivates, and engages him or her.

INTRODUCTION

Start the conversation with the employee by saying something like this:

"I have some specific questions to ask you so that I can be more effective in supporting you and

helping you achieve your goals. These questions will help me learn more about you, your role, what

motivates you, and how I can best support you. Do you have any questions before we get started?"

Then, continue the conversation by asking the questions on the following Pages.
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I N DIVI DUAL CONVERSATION :

BUILD ENGAGEMENT AND COLLABORATION

Listen for this employee's

understanding of what he or

she is paid to do compared with

what you think.

1 
What do you believe you are paid to do?

To help you know if you are hitting your targets, how do you measure

what you are paid to do?

Listen for obvious issues that

seem to get in the waY of

Are there things that distract you from or get in the way of meeting

the responsibilities of your role?2

Listen for when and how

you need to provide clear

abouttioncommunlca

and expectations

3 
Are there times when you feel conflicted about priorities?

Consider whether this

ernployee accurately ,

understands what you exPect

of him or her.

What do you think I expect of you this year?

How can we determine whether you are meeting these expectations?

4
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INDIVIDUAL CONVERSATIONS

What do you expect of me as your manager?

How can I help you be successfull5

What parts or activities of your current role energize youl

How much of your time at work do you spend doing things you

really enjoy?

6

When do you feel your job is important?

What do you do that adds value to our team or customers?

7

QUESTIONS TO ASK MANAGER REFTECTIONS

t
II
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INDIVIDUAL CONVERSATIONS

How do the relationships you have at work help you do your

job better?B

Tell me about the best recognition you have ever received. Why was

it the best?I

1 0 
When you achieve your goals, how do you like to be recognized?
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INDIVIDU.AL CONVERSATIONs

I N DIVI DUALIZE YOU R APPROACH

How can you use the information and insights gleaned from this conversation to develop an individualized

approach for managing this person? Use the space below to record your insights and identify specific actions you

can take to engage and support this team member.

ACTION IDEASINSIGHTS
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DRIVE PERFORMANCE

The purpose of this individual conversation is fo drive

i n d ivi d u al pe rfo rm ance,

your job as the manager is to help each team member use his or her talents and strengths to learn,

grow, and improve his or her performance.

This individual conversation will help you and your employee discuss and identify ways to improve

performance through a better understanding of the employee's strengths, limitations, needs,

and aspirations.

INTRODUCTION

Start the conversation with the employee by saying something like this:

,,I have some specific questions to ask you so that I can be more effective in supporting you and

understanding how I can help you learn, grow, and improve performance. These questions will help me

understand what you are focused on, youf performance goals, and how I can best support you' Do you

have any questions before we get started?"

Then, continue the conversation by asking the questions on the following Pages'
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I N DIVI DUAL CONVERSATIO N :

DRIVE PERFORMANCE

Listen for how clear this

employee is about what he or

she wants to accomplish in the

. next month and in the next

six months and how realistic

these goals are.

What do you want to accomplish in the next month?

What do you want to accomplish in the next six months?

1

Listen if this person can

understand how his or her

t{enqs and strengths contribute

, to his or her success and,/or

the team's success.

Which of your talents or strengths boosts (or contributes to)

your performance?2

needs from you and from
:others on the team to address

' this challenge.

What is the greatest challenge you are facing at work?3

Listen for how you can

help this person frnd more

opportunities to practice using

his or her strengths. Consider

how you can make it easier

for this employee to connect

better with others and expand

his or her area of influence

and opportunity.

Which of your talents or strengths could you use to help you address

this challenge?

Is there someone on the team yolr could partner with to help you

address this challenge?

4
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INDIVIDUA.L CONVERSATIO NS

What is the best way for you to measure your progress? How can

we track your develoPment?5

How do you feel about your current workload, job position,

What would you like to improve on over the next six months?

work environment?6
and

What are you looking forward to in your job this year?

What challenging experiences are you giving yourself this year?

7

OUESTIONS TO ASK MANAGER REFLECTIONS

14
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INDIVIDUAL CONVERSATIONS

Which of your talents or strengths do you want to develop that

could help you in your current role?B

Are there opportunities you would like to Pursue to help you

learn and grow?I

1 0 
Do you feel the two of us get an opportunity to talk enough?

How often should we get together to talk about your progress?

QUESTIONS TO ASK MANAGER REFLECTIONS
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INDIVIDUAL CONVERSAT'O NS

I N DIVI DUALI ZE YOUR APPROACH

How can you use the information and insights gleaned from this conversation to develop an individualized

approach for managing this person? Use the space below to record your insights and identify specific actions you

can take to engage and support this team member'

1S
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